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The paper is devoted to the syntax of some polypredicative constructions in Votic
language. In minor Baltic-Finnic languages on the territory of Russian Federation,
syntax systems have changed under influence of Russian more than other levels. And
ancient polypredicative constructions practically disappeared.

Votic language (Baltic-Finnic group) is one of the lesser spoken of Uralic
languages. In our days Votic speakers live in the same villages as Izhor speaking
people. In addition they all speak Russian, so the fact that the Votic has not yet
disappeared is surprising. In the beginning of the 20-th century P. Ariste [1] has noted
that Votic language levels in general have been well preserved. Particularly surprising
is the level of preservation of the ancient polypredicative constructions. These
constructions are not used in the colloquial speech, only the oldest generation knows
them passively.

During my field session in 1995 to Votic speakers [2], I managed to write down
following  constructions  (1  and  2)  in  the  process  of  conversation  and  its  translation
into Russian:

(1) Miä l-i-n tämä au u-u
      I       hear-IMPERF.-1SG PRON.3SG. GEN song-GEN
       ‘I heard that he can sing’ = ‘I heard from someone that he sing’ (‘ ,

’)

(2) Miä l-i-n tätä au u-ma-z
      I      hear-IMPERF-1SG PRON.3SG.PART sing-INF-INESS

‘I heard he sang’
a) ‘ , ’/ b) ‘ , ’

It was difficult to understand the distribution of these constructions because in
Russian translation the phrase a) can mean ‘I heard (from someone) that he can sing’
as well as ‘I heard (myself) how / that he was singing’.

During my next field sessions I was told that such constructions were not used;
only some people could remember them. Also I received following examples.

(3) Miä nä-i-n tätä au u-ma-z
      I           see-IMPERF-1SG PRON.3SG.PART         sing-INF-INESS

‘I saw he was singing’ (‘ , ’).

(4) Miä l-i-n Mario-lta i tämä j au u-u
      I       hear-IMPERF-1SG  Maria-ABL PRON.3SG.GEN. song-GEN
       ‘I heard  Mary i told him j sang’ (‘ i, j ’).

(5) Miä  n gr-i-n tätä au u-ma-ss
      I      laugh-IMPERF-1SG PRON.3SG.PART sing-INF-ELAT
       ‘I was laughing at his way of singing. (‘ , ’)

(6) Miä   n gr-i-n se   aika     ku       tämä au -i
      I     laugh-IMPERF-1SG    that   time    when  PRON.3SG.NOM  sing-IMPERF:3SG



   ‘I was laughing when he was singing. (‘ , ’).

So, the study the cases (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) give us opportunity to mark the relic of
the syntactic category of evidentiality in Votic. (There is no in Votic category of
evidentiality morphologically expressed.)

There is in the cases (5) and (6) the same finite verb ‘to laugh’, but only in case
(5) this verb is an experiential predicate, so this last case is the polypredicative
construction with the non-finite verb.

Abbreviations: 1/3 = 1st and  3rd person, ABL = ablative, ELAT = elative, GEN =
genitive, IMPERF = imperfect, INESS = inessive, INF = infinitive, PART = partitive, NOM
= nominative, PRON = pronoun, SG = singular.
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